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Abstract. With the increasing development and adoption of wearable
devices, people care more about their health conditions than ever before.
Both patients and doctors as well as insurance agencies benefit from
this advanced technology. However, the emerging wearable devices creates a major concern over health data privacy as data collected from
those devices can reflect patients’ heath conditions and habits, and could
increase the data disclosure risks among the healthcare providers and
application vendors. In this paper, we propose using the trusted execution platform enabled by Intel SGX to provide accountability for data
access and propose a decentralized approach with blockchain technology to address the privacy concern. By developing a web application for
personal health data management (PHDM) systems, the individuals are
capable of synchronizing sensor data from wearable devices with online
account and controlling data access from any third parties. The protected
personal health data and data access records are hashed and anchored to
a permanent but secure ledger with platform dependency, ensuring data
integrity and accountability. Analysis shows that our approach provides
user privacy and accountability with acceptable overhead.
Keywords: Privacy protection · Healthcare industry
Access control · Self-sovereignty · Trusted computing · Blockchain
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Introduction

The rising of wearable technology contributes to the digitalization of the world.
Wearable technology refers to networked devices embedded with sensors which
can be worn comfortably on the body or even inside the body to collect health
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data and tracking activities [19] thus serving as a convenient tool to monitor
personal health. From doctors’ side, those collected data can be valuable clues
for determining the appropriate medical treatment. Besides, Insurance 3.0 [3]
rises as a result of analysis on big data. With the availability of rich health
data in the cloud, health insurance companies can make more strategic policies
according to individual characteristics.
However, challenges are arising since more health data can be collected from
both wearable devices and EHR systems. First, patients become more concerned
about the privacy of the health data. Many exiting state-of-the-art approaches
focus on improving data providers’ responsibilities to detect the data disclosure
activities, however, it is urgent to protect data access and provide immediate
notifications of data disclosure risks. Second, over 300 diﬀerent EHR systems
are in use today, but most of them adopt a centralized architecture which suﬀers
from single point of failure. Meanwhile, there are little or even no communication
and cooperation among systems [1]. The isolation between data centers results in
the lack of a holistic and thorough view of personal health. It is reported that 62%
of insured adults rely on their doctors to manage their health records [1], which
limits their ability to interact with other healthcare providers than their primary
doctor. Moreover, even though many health providers are supposed to follow
rules or laws, such as HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996), but there are still many entities which are not covered by any
laws. Therefore, it is crucial that any entity that has access to the data should
be accountable for their operations on the data and any operations on the data
need to be audited.
With the above mentioned issues of data ownership, data isolation and lack
of accountability, as well as high privacy risks existing in current EHR systems,
patients have little control over their personal health data [10], the notion of
Self-Sovereignty [7,13] gains great popularity for dealing with healthcare data
issues. To better bring this concept into reality, we adopt two novel technologies, Intel SGX and blockchain, to implement a patient-centric personal health
data management system with accountability and decentralization. Intel SGX
oﬀers an anonymous key system (AKS) [18] that can generate an anonymous
certificate which will then be transmitted to a certification platform for validation. Blockchain technology, where data are stored in a public, distributed and
immutable ledger, maintained by a decentralized network of computing nodes,
provides a decentralized and permanent record keeping capability, which is critical for data provenance [12] and access control [9] in cloud data protection.
In this paper, we propose a complete patient-centric personal health data
management system, allowing patients to collect and manage their health data
all in a compliant way. In the development of the system, we take the user
ownership of data into consideration and the contribution is as follows.
– Self-Sovereign Data Ownership. We adopt the idea of user-centric architecture to control data access and issue permissions. It is the data owner
that decides who can acess the data and whether to make the data public
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or private, as well as how to validate the data. Token-based verification is
utilized to grant one time access to data requested by third parties.
Permanent Data Record with Integrity. We collect data records and
submit an abstract of each record to the blockchain network. The records
are included in a block and the integrity of the record is guaranteed by the
consensus mechanism used in the block mining process.
Scalable Data Processing. The volume of health data collected from wearable devices and user input scales greatly so we propose a high-speed algorithm to improve the eﬃciency of data processing.
Decentralized and Distributed Privacy and Access Control. We propose a decentralized permission management protocol to deal with each personal health data request. The data access records are stored to provide traceable logs, using blockchain to preserve immutability.
Trusted Accountability. The trusted execution environment provisioned
by Intel SGX is utilized to generate a fingerprint for each data access.
For medical treatment and insurance enforcement, every action is traceable. Once data leakage is detected, the malicious entity can be identified for
investigation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overall
system design, including the architecture, system entities, key establishment
and system procedures. We describe the token-based access control in Sect. 3
and decentralized integrity protection and accountability in Sect. 4. Performance
evaluation is presented in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Architecture Design
System Overview

A three layer architecture for accountability and privacy preservation is designed
for the PHDM system. The data sharing layer provides users with entire control
over their personal health data and handles data requests from third parties. The
SGX enabled hardware layer provisions a trusted execution environment in the
cloud, generates data access tokens and is responsible for reliable data storage
and process. The blockchain network layer, which is distributed and untrusted,
records data operations and various data access requests for immutability and
integrity protection. Figure 1 is a general scenario for the patient centric personal health data management (PHDM) system. Personal wearable devices collect original health data, such as walking distance, sleeping conditions and heartbeat, which may be synchronized by the user with their online account associated
with the cloud server and cloud database. Every piece of health data could be
hashed and uploaded to the blockchain network for record keeping and integrity
protection. The original data is maintained in the cloud database hosted on
trusted platform enabled by SGX. The user owns personal health data, maintains access tokens and is responsible for granting, denying and revoking data
access from any other parties requesting data access. For example, a user seeking
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Fig. 1. Patient centric personal health data management system scenario.

medical treatment would grant the doctor a one time data access token. Same
scenario applies to user-insurance company interactions. Besides, user can also
manually record everyday activities according to a particular medical treatment
such as medicine usage and share the information frequently with the doctor.
Healthcare providers such as doctors can perform medical test, give suggestions
or provide medical treatment, and request access to previous medical treatment
from the patient. The data request and the corresponding data access is recorded
on the blockchain for distributed validation. Besides, user may request a health
insurance quote from insurance companies to choose health insurance plans.
Insurance companies can also request access to user health data from wearable
devices and medical treatment history. The blockchain network is used for three
purposes. For health data collected from wearable devices and from healthcare
providers, each of the hashed data entry is uploaded to the blockchain network
for integrity protection. For personal health data access request from healthcare
provider and health insurance company, a permission from the data owner is
needed with a decentralized permission management scheme. Besides, each of
the access request and access activity should be recorded on the blockchain for
further auditing or investigation.
2.2

Key Establishment

In the patient centric data management system, users are required to register
an online account to be involved in the system, and generate data encryption
key pairs to encrypt their cloud data for confidentiality. For key management,
we assume the system developers adopt a secure wallet service. The description
of each key established is as follows.
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– User Registration Key KU R . The user needs to create an online account
to store health data collected from wearable devices and other sources in the
cloud database. We denote the user registration key as KU R . Every time user
wants to operate on their cloud health data, the registration key is needed.
This key is generated from the platform identity key using Intel SGX anonymous key system and is thus bounded to the user. Even if the user’s registration key is stolen or compromised, it could not be used elsewhere without
the user authentication. Similarly, the registration key for healthcare provider
and healthcare insurance company is KHR and KIR , respectively.
– Data Encryption Key KDE . After registration, the user generates an
encryption key KDE to encrypt all the health data stored in the cloud
database. When a health data entry is created, user has the option to encrypt
the data entry, which limits the data access only to the key owners, and the
hashed data entry will be uploaded instantly to the blockchain.
– Data Sharing Public/Private Key Pair (P KDS , P RDS ). For health data
sharing, a public/private key pair will be generated, denoted as (P KDS ,
P RDS ). In some cases that the data sharing activity is to be recorded on
the blockchain, the private key is used to generate a signature from the user
to indicate the health data ownership, while the public key is used by others
to verify the ownership. When users want to share their health data with
healthcare providers or insurance companies, they share the private key for
data access and the corresponding tokens generated with this private key.
– Platform Identification Key KP ID . Each trusted platform owns a platform identification key KP ID , also generated from the platform identity key
using Intel SGX anonymous key system. Every health data request and data
access on a certain platform will generate an activity record signed by KP ID
for accountability while still with anonymity preserved. Diﬀerent entity keys
are noted as KP IDu for users, KP IDp for healthcare providers and KP IDi for
insurance companies.
2.3

PHDM Procedures

In the system, there are four phases for personal health data management including user registration, health data generation and synchronization (data generated
from user, healthcare provider and insurance company), health data access management, health data access record uploading and health data access auditing.
User Registration. In the system, user needs to create an online account to
store health data collected from wearable devices and other sources in the cloud
database by way of establishing an online ID. Other entities in the system cannot
correlate the online ID with their real identity, preserving user privacy in the
registration phase.
Health Data Generation and Synchronization. Health data contains four
categories, including data collected from wearable devices, data collected from
medical test, data collected by patient indicating their treatment details and
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data recorded by healthcare providers and insurance companies. After registration, the user can collect health data from wearable devices, which monitor their
everyday activities, such as walking, bicycling and sleeping, and choose to synchronize those data with their online account. The collected data is encrypted
using KDE and stored in the cloud database. This preserves user privacy in the
data generation and storage phase. The synchronization step triggers an event
in the system which transforms the event into a transaction on the blockchain.
Everytime a health data entry is created, user has the option to encrypt the data
entry and upload the record on the blockchain.
Health Data Access Management. User can share data with healthcare
providers to seek healthcare services, and with insurance companies to get a
quote for the insurance policy and to be insured. A token based access control
mechanism is adopted to control personal health data access and exposure. The
health data is stored in the cloud database and the access control policies are
stored on the blockchain in a decentralized way to ensure integrity and remove
the necessity of a trusted third party. Both healthcare providers and insurance
companies can request data access to the data owner, that is, the registered
user in the system. User can grant, deny and revoke access from both parties.
Each time there is a data request, the user will generate an Access Token to the
requester. The Access Token is bound to a trusted platform for accountability.
Health Data Access Record Uploading. As mentioned above, once a data
request or data access event is monitored in the system, the event will be captured as a data access record which will serve as a system log for future validation and regulation. The record is hashed and eventually transformed into a
Merkle tree node [14] using Tierion API [4]. The Merkle tree root node will be
anchored in a blockchain transaction following the Chainpoint 2.0 protocol [2].
For the blockchain nodes, both healthcare providers and insurance companies
can join the blockchain mining process in exchange for the large-scale dataset
retrieved from personal health database as mining rewards. For privacy concerns, the dataset removes sensitive information such as name and location and
is anonymous. Insurance companies can learn more information from medical
history and health data so that they can make specific policies according to the
characteristics of customers. Healthcare providers can learn from previous medical treatment and gain experiences which will benefit future medical cases and
improve medical levels.
Health Data Access Auditing. When it is necessary for legal regulators to
investigate the system security, user can grant the system auditor access to the
data records on blockchain network. Each data record is verifiable by checking
the record signatures. It is also accountable against the trusted platform by
identifying the platform key used in the signature.

3

Token-Based Access Control

For anonymity and verification purposes, we adopt the token based access control
mechanism to handle the data management process. As is shown in Fig. 2, the
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cloud server is responsible for issuing and verifying tokens, and also maintaining
both the data record database and data access log database. Users can request
and share the access tokens to data requstors. Potential data requestors include
healthcare providers, insurance companies and even system auditors. Each data
and token operation is recorded in the blockchain and thus validated. After user
registration, the cloud server can issue tokens based on the personal information
provided by users. To access data, the required token will be presented to the
cloud server and verified. The server issuance operation, the user token presentation and verification omit system logs which will be stored in the log database,
as well as data requests and access from third parties.

Fig. 2. PHDM system interaction.

3.1

U-Prove Based Token Generation

User registration is based on U-Prove [16], which is proved capable to be integrated into Trusted Platform Module 2.0 in [6]. U-Prove [15] includes three
entities, namely issuer, prover and verifier. In our system, the issuer and the verifier is the same entity, that is, the cloud server. The user in our PHDM system
is the prover entity in U-Prove model. During user registration phase, there are
some parameter definitions for both prover and issuer.
– The value of the token information field (T I): T I ∈ (0, 1)∗
– The value of the prover information field (P I): P I ∈ (0, 1)∗
– Application Attributes (AA): (A1 , ..., An ), T I
(A1 , ..., An ) indicates n attributes from the application itself.
– Issuer Parameters (IP ): U IDp , desc(Gp ), U IDH , (g0 , g1 , ..., gn , gt ), (e1 , ...,
en ), S U IDp is an application-specific identifier for this particular IP , which
is unique across the PHDM system and desc(Gp ) specifies the group (Gp )
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with an order of p which is used for discrete logarithm computation in the
following verification steps. U IDH is the identifier for the secure hash algorithm. (g0 , g1 , ..., gn , gt ) is the Issuer’s public key. (e1 , ..., en ) is generated from
AA, indicating the format of each application attribute.
– The hash of the IP (P ): P = H(IP )
– Device-protected Boolean (DB): d
This indicates whether the protocol is device protected. PHDM adopts trusted
execution environment so the value by default is true.
– Device Parameters (DP ): gd , xd , hd
The Device generator gd satisfies gd ∈ Gq . xd is device private key and hd is
the public key.
With the above information provided, we choose the issuance protocol version
number 0x01. The user platform identification key KP IDu is used to generate
the device private key. The token generation protocol is as follows.
Protocol 1. User Registration on the Cloud Server
Input:
xt = Hash(0x01, P , T I), xi = Hash(Ai ), γ = g0 g1x1 ...gnxn hd
U IDp, random α, β1 , β2 , ω, and issuer private key y0
Compute:
h = γ α , σz = γ y0 , σz1 = γ y0 , σa1 = g0β1 g β2 g ω , σb1 = (σz1 )β1 hβ2 γ ωα
σc1 = Hash(h, P I, σz1 , σa1 , σb1 ), σr1 = (σc1 + β1 mod q)y0 + ω mod q + β2 mod q
Output:
U-Prove token T : U IDP , h, T I, P I, σz1 , σc1 , σr1 , d
prover private key: α−1

The cloud server issues tokens to users with the signature (σz1 , σc1 , σr1 ). For
privacy concerns, the application attributes are hashed for the generation of UProve based token. During some circumstances, the issuer is able to generate
multiple tokens at one time for better performance.
3.2

Token Presentation Protocol

A presentation proof of ownership of certain messages or attributes contained
in the token is generated using the token private key and is required to access
user data in the cloud database. Before accessing data, the data requestor needs
to attest itself and convince the user that it is running on top of SGX enabled
environment in an isolated enclave. The SGX attestation is launched by the data
requestor which will send a signed quote to the data owner for verification using
the platform dependent key. The remote attestation between the two platforms is
performed with the assistance of the Intel Attestation Service [5]. After the verification, the user will request a one-time U-Prove token with a newly generated
private key P RDS and share it with the data requestor. The data requestor forwards the token to the verifier of the cloud database and will be granted access
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after the verification. Diﬀerent decisions can be made by the user, such as to
grant, deny and revoke access. The presentation proof serves two purposes. For
one thing, it proves the integrity and the authenticity of the attribute values and
for another, it establishes the confirmation of the ownership of the private key
associated with the token itself, which will further prevent token replay attack.

4

Decentralized Accountability and Integrity Protection

As is shown in Fig. 2, each data and token operation is recorded in the blockchain
and thus validated in a decentralized and permanent manner, ensuring data
integrity. Besides, every operation is launched on a trusted platform enabled
by Intel SGX, making the operation record trustworthy and nonframeable. The
event record can be described using a tuple as {datahash, owner, receiver, time,
location, expirydate, signature} where the signature comes with platform dependency for accountability. Then the tuple is submitted to the blockchain network
which is followed by several steps to transform a list of records into a transaction. A list of transactions will be used to form a block, and the block will be
validated by nodes in the blockchain network by consensus algorithms. After a
series of processes, the integrity of the record can be preserved, and future validation on the block and the transaction related to this record is accessible. Each
time there is an operation on the personal health data, a record will be reflected
and anchored to the blockchain. The SGX platform identification key KP ID is
used to generate the signature thus making each record platform dependent and
ensuring that every action on personal health data is accountable. The token
generation and issuance are also recorded in the same way so as to track the
data requests and authorizations.
For scalability considerations, we adopt a Merkle tree based architecture [14]
to handle large number of data records. Each leaf node represents a record and
the intermediate node is computed as the hash of the two leaf nodes. The Merkle
root, along with the tree path from the current node to the root, serves as the
proof of integrity and validation, that is, the Merkle proof. The basic Merkle
proof is shown in Fig. 3. First, we need to identify the record location, the targetHashB. The target hash and the path to the Merkle root, that is, nodes in
green, constitute the Merkle proof of the hashed data record, which is stored in
a JSON-LD document that contains the information to cryptographically verify
that the record is anchored to a blockchain. By calculating the hashes in diﬀerent
tree levels, it is easy and fast to obtain the root hash, which is anchored in the
blockchain transaction, witnessed and maintained by some distributed nodes. It
proves the data was created as it was at the time anchored. The Merkle root for
each Merkle tree is related to one transaction in the blockchain network, which
means a blockchain transaction represents a list of data records the Merkle hosts,
enabling the scalability and eﬀectiveness of data integrity protection and validation. The tree based architecture protects the integrity of each operation record
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itself which can be validated by traversing the tree nodes. Meanwhile, it implicitly indicates the integrity of all the nodes in that any single node modification
could lead to the modification of the root, thus protecting the integrity of the
whole tree structure at trivial costs.

Fig. 3. Merkle tree based data integrity protection.

5

System Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the system and overhead brought by the security measures, we adopt two metrics, including the eﬃciency to handle diﬀerent
number of accountable records and generate large numbers of tokens. For record
anchoring, the tree based algorithm bears a computation complexity of log(n)
and the average time cost for each record is 0.4 ms when 1000 entries are processed concurrently.
For U-Prove based token generation, we select five attributes predefined and
involved in each token and two of them are required to obtain a data access token.
During the token issuance, there are basically two cryptographic methods for
digital signature including Subgroup and ECC. The evaluation results for token
issuance and presentation with these two methods are shown in Fig. 4(a) and
(b). It can be concluded that ECC-based token generation is more eﬃcient than
the subgroup-based method. This can be explained that ECC utilizes shorter

(a) Average Time for Token Issuance

(b) Average Time for Token Presentation

Fig. 4. Average time cost for token issuance and presentation
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key length for the elliptic curve than subgroups of equivalent security levels and
computes faster with a small field. Adopting the ECC-based U-Prove protocols
for both token issuance and presentation, the average overhead brought to the
system is 8.1% and 9.4%, respectively.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Some work [17] has been done to integrate blockchain technology to the healthcare industry. MedRec [8] is proposed to build the healthcare on top of smart contract. But still, privacy risks remain to be addressed. [20] points out that MPC
(Secure Multi-Party Computing) is a promising solution to enable untrusted
third-party to conduct computation over patient data without violating privacy
but the actual eﬃciency is not clear. [21] addresses the adoption of blockchain
in social network domain but not fully explores the benefits of the blockchain.
[11] addresses the blockchain adoption in Internet of Things environment.
In this paper, we build a web based system for personal health data management using blockchain and Intel SGX. By utilizing blockchain technology in
the self-sovereign healthcare systems, we manage to distribute the responsibility
of maintaining trusted records for data operation as well as token generations.
Meanwhile, benefiting from the blockchain consensus scheme and the decentralized architecture, along with the trusted execution environment and the platform
dependency provisioned by Intel SGX, the records are anchored with trusted
timestamping and redundancy, preserving both availability and accountability
of the healthcare data and operations. We also propose a U-Prove based protocols
for the permission management. We implement a prototype of the PHDM system and the evaluation shows that the performance is acceptable. In the future,
we will integrate the PHDM system with the enhancement of a blockchain based
access control scheme to provide better data protection and user privacy.
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